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elements. We apply the idea to the Kuramoto
Sivashinsky equation. We compare the computed
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1. Introduction
Control of chaotic systems is a very active field of research. The objective is to find the actuation
(control input) that will make the system meet a desired objective. Common examples, from the
area of turbulence, include drag reduction, transition delay, suppression of recirculation zones
in the suction side of airfoils etc. The control problem is usually formulated mathematically as
an optimisation problem (usually minimisation of a functional) and is solved using standard
techniques from the calculus of variations [1]. The solution method is iterative and relies on
forward (in time) integration of the governing equations followed by backward (reverse in time)
integration of the adjoint equations (see [2] for an application to control of transitional flow). The
adjoint equations are a set of linearised equations around the current trajectory of the system
in phase space. They are obtained when applying the optimality conditions to the augmented
functional and using integration by parts (refer to [3] for more details). From the adjoint variables,
the sensitivity of the functional to the control input(s) is obtained which is used to update the latter
in the next iteration.

For linear time-invariant systems with a quadratic control objective, application of the
aforementioned calculus of variation technique results in a set of three equations that can be
reduced to just one Riccati equation for a matrix P using the sweep method [4]. This matrix
relates linearly the adjoint and state variables of the system. From P , the feedback matrix K,
that relates the optimal input to the states of the system, can be easily obtained. This is a very
well developed theory, known as Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) optimal control theory [5].
It has been extended to handle noisy measurements and unknown system dynamics, modelled
either as white Gaussian noise or as maximally malevolent; these are known as LQG and H∞ (or
robust) approaches respectively [5]. In the area of flow control, all approaches have been applied
successfully to suppress disturbances described by the linearised Navier-Stokes equations to a
variety of flow settings [6, 7, 8, 9]. Application of linear controllers is also effective for systems
with energy-conserving non-linearities, for example channel flows. For such cases, in the energy
equation, the integral of the non-linear terms over the domain vanishes. The underlying physical
meaning is that the role of non-linearity is to transfer energy from larger to smaller scales (a
process known as energy cascade) but do not generate energy. The non-linear terms are therefore
passive and this has motivated the application of passivity-based optimal linear control to
suppress turbulence in channel flows at low Reynolds number, Reτ = 100, see [10, 11].

The wider application of model-based, linear feedback control strategies to fluid problems is
however restricted by the very high system dimension,N , which makes the solution of the Riccati
equation to extract P intractable (the cost scales as O(N3)). This problem arises for complex
geometries that do not possess one or more homogeneous directions. In such cases, the standard
practise is to derive a reduced order model for the uncontrolled flow, synthesise the controller
based on this model, and then apply it to the full system (see [9] for application of this approach to
suppress linear 3D disturbances in a boundary layer flow). This approach however is not optimal
as the reduced order model captures the dynamics of the uncontrolled flow (open loop) and not
that of the controlled flow (closed loop).

A few attempts have been made to bypass the solution of the Riccati equation, and therefore
the need for a reduced order model. These approaches compute directly the elements of the
feedback matrix K using iterative methods that rely on the integration of the governing and
adjoint equations in a forward/backward loop, exactly as described in the beginning of this
section. They scale to large N and hence are suitable for systems arising from the discretisation
of the Navier-Stokes equations in complex domains. In [12, 13] the authors have proposed a
method that can provide the elements of the matrix row-by-row. It is based on the repeated
iterative computation of the adjoint of a forward problem, the latter defined for the direct-
adjoint vector pair associated with the LQR problem. The method was extended to the estimation
problem in [14] and applied successfully to a 2D boundary layer, while in [15] the method was
extended to robust (H∞) control. In [16, 17], all matrix elements are computed directly. The cost
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function of the LQR problem is written in terms of K and the latter is computed iteratively using
forward/backward marching of the governing and adjoint equations.

All the above approaches have been applied to linear, time-invariant systems. In the present
paper, we use instead the non-linear governing equations as constraints to compute K directly.
We extract this matrix from the system attractor and do not apply any model reduction (an
area which is far less well developed for non-linear systems compared to linear ones). The
application of the iterative approach however to extract K is not straightforward. The reason is
that for chaotic systems (which are always non-linear), during the backward integration step, the
adjoint variables grow exponentially at a rate O(eλmaxt), where λmax is the maximum Lyapunov
exponent of the system. A different methodology is therefore required to compute the adjoint
variables that quantify the sensitivity of the cost function to the elements of K.

Different approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem [18, 19]. The Least
Squares Shadowing (LSS) method [18] is the most promising among them. The method finds
a nearby trajectory u′(τ) that shadows the reference trajectory uref (t) of the chaotic system. The
difference |u′(τ)− uref (t)| remains bounded in time, so accurate sensitivities can be computed.
The original LSS algorithm is computationally expensive for large systems, and the Multiple
Shooting Shadowing (MSS) [20] and the non-intrusive (NILSS) [21] variants are both faster and
less memory demanding. A preconditioner was recently proposed by the authors to accelerate
the convergence rate of the MSS variant [22]. When the sensitivity of a given objective to a large
number of control variables is required, as in our case, adjoint methods offer the most efficient
approach [1], since the cost of computation is independent of the number of variables. Adjoint
versions of LSS and its variants have also been proposed in the literature [18, 20, 23].

In this paper we employ the Preconditioned Multiple Shooting Shadowing (PMSS) method
to compute the adjoint variables and from them, in a single computation, all the elements of
the optimal feedback gain matrix. We apply this idea to the Kuramoto Sivashinsky equation
(KSE) with Dirichlet boundary conditions, that result in an ergodic system [24]. There is also an
important additional benefit. For this type of boundary conditions, the non-linearity of the system
is energy conserving, a property which makes standard methods, like LQR, effective. Thus we can
compare the control kernels produced by the shadowing and LQR approaches. We note that very
few attempts have been made to solve an optimisation problem using LSS before [25, 26], and
none have considered the computation of the feedback matrix.

The feedback control of the KSE (with periodic boundary conditions) has been considered in
the past. In [27, 28] the authors discretised the equation by applying a Galerkin projection to the
eigenmodes of the linear operator and then pole placement to stabilise its dynamics. The (linearly)
unstable modes were separated from the stable ones and a controller was synthesised for the
former. The number of actuators was based on the number of unstable modes. In [29, 30], the
optimal control problem considered the cost of actuation and the iterative algorithm also found
the optimal actuator locations that minimise the distance between the solution and a desired state
(which can be a travelling wave) over a given time period T . Recently, ‘model-free’ approaches,
like deep reinforcement learning (DRL), were proposed [31]. This is a data-driven method that
finds the optimal control laws using only local measurements.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section (2) summarises the control problem and the
two algorithms. In Section (3) we apply both control strategies to the KSE and compare the control
kernels, while in Section (4) we summarise the performance of the shadowing algorithm. We
conclude in Section (5).

2. Formulation of the control problem
We consider a general dynamical system governed by a set of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) in general form

du
dt

= f(u) (2.1)
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where u is the state vector of length N . If necessary, we assume that an appropriate spatial
discretisation method (for example finite difference, finite volume etc.) has been applied to
convert a system of partial differential equations to the ODE set (2.1). In this case, u represents the
vector of discrete values of the corresponding continuous variables.

The above set describes mathematically the evolution of the uncontrolled system. For control
purposes, we seek an actuation s(t) that will modify the behaviour of the system to meet a desired
objective. AssumingM actuators (in which case s(t) becomes a vector of lengthM ), the controlled
system takes the form

du
dt

= f(u) +Bs(t) (2.2)

whereB is the input matrix (sizeN ×M ) that determines the spatial distribution of the actuation.
Moreover, we assume that the actuation s(t) takes the linear feedback control form

s(t) =−K
(
u(t)− utarg

)
(2.3)

where K is an M ×N matrix, and utarg is a desired (target) state of the system. The controlled
system then becomes

du
dt

= f(u)−BKu≡ h(u,K), (2.4)

where for future reference we have defined h(u,K) = f(u)−BKu. The objective of this paper is
to compare the matrix K obtained using the standard linear optimal control theory (also known
as LQR) and the one obtained from Preconditioned Multiple Shooting Shadowing (PMSS). We
briefly describe both approaches below.

(a) Control using Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
The LQR theory is developed for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems. We first linearise the
governing ODE set around a stationary target state, utarg , i.e. we substitute u = utarg + u′ into
(2.1), and keeping only the linear terms, we arrive at

du′

dt
=Alu

′ (2.5)

where Al = ∂f
∂u |utarg is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the target sate. Actuation is then applied

to the linearised system, i.e.

du′

dt
=Alu

′ +Bs(t) (2.6)

LQR finds the optimum s(t) which minimises the following objective:

J =

∫∞
0

(
u′
T
Qu′ + sTRs

)
dt (2.7)

subject to (2.6), where Q and R are weighting matrices (size N ×N and M ×M respectively).
Both are symmetric, Q≥ 0 and R> 0 (i.e. positive semi-definite and definite respectively). The
solution to the optimisation problem results in an optimum actuation s(t) which is related to the
state u(t) via equation (2.3) and the feedback matrix K is obtained from

K =R−1(BTP ) (2.8)

where matrix P (size N ×N ) is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation:

ATl P + PAl − PBR−1BTP +Q= 0 (2.9)

The cost of the solution of this equation scales as O(N3). In the present work, we set B = I and
the weighting matrices Q= I and R= cI , where c is a positive constant. The optimal feedback
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controller is then given by

K =
1

c
P (2.10)

The derivation of equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be found in standard control textbooks [4, 32]. The
optimum feedback controller (2.8) is then applied to the full-non linear system (2.4). We note that
for an LTI system, the linear relationship (2.3) between actuation and state is exact, and is a direct
outcome of the solution of the optimisation problem. In the present work, we set the target state
utarg = 0, i.e. we want the actuation to bring the system to rest.

(b) Control using Preconditioned Multiple Shooting Shadowing (PMSS)
We seek the control matrix K that solves the non-linear control problem

Minimise
K

J(∞)(u,K) = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫T
0
J(u,K) dt (2.11a)

subject to
du
dt

= f(u)−BKu
(
= h(u,K)

)
(2.11b)

where in analogy with (2.7) we set

J(u,K) = uTQu + sTRs = uTQu + (Ku)T R (Ku) (2.12)

Note that in (2.12), the full state u appears, not the perturbation around the target, u′, as in (2.5).
Since however we have selected utarg = 0, both control problems are aiming to bring the system
to rest. We employ J(∞) to indicate averaging over an infinitely long period. For averaging over
finite time T , we use

J(T ) =
1

T

∫T
0
J(u,K) dt (2.13)

instead.
The optimisation problem (2.11) can be solved iteratively using the sensitivities dJ(∞)

dK and
coupling with an updating method, for example gradient descent,

K(i+1) =K(i) − a(i)
(
dJ(∞)

dK

)(i)

(2.14)

where i is the iteration number and a(i) is a step size. We explain how to evaluate the sensitivities
for all elements of the matrix K (in total N2 values) with a single computation using the adjoint
version of PMSS in the following subsection. The steps of the iterative algorithm are summarised
below.

Control algorithm:
Inputs: T , u0, K(0), ε. Output: K (converged control matrix)

(i) Set i= 0

(ii) Integrate u̇− h(u,K(0)) = 0 with initial condition u(0) = u0 in the interval [0, T ] to obtain

u(0)(t). Compute J(T )
(0)

.

(iii) Call PMSS solver to obtain
(
dJ(T )

dK

)(i)

for the trajectory u(i)(t)

(iv) Compute a(i) using an appropriate algorithm (for example backtracking or Brent’s
method [33])

(v) Update the control parameters: K(i+1) =K(i) − a(i)
(
dJ(T )

dK

)(i)

(vi) Integrate u̇− h(u,K(i+1)) = 0 and store u(i+1)(t). Compute J(T )
(i+1)

. (Note: This step
is included within step 4 if backtracking is employed)
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(vii) If
∣∣∣∣J(T )

(i+1)−J(T )
(i)

J(T )
(i)

∣∣∣∣< ε break, and output K =K(i+1). If not, set i= i+ 1 and return to

step (iii).

Step 4 of the algorithm typically requires multiple evaluations of (2.11b) to compute a(i). In this

paper we use backtracking, which guarantees monotonic reduction of J(T )
(i)

, and is considerably
less expensive than other extrema finding methods (such as Brent’s method). Backtracking
requires the computation of u(t) and J(T ), so these are obtained on Step 4 (and make step 6
redundant). The next subsection describes in detail the computation of the sensitivities (step 3).

The above algorithm requires J(T ) to be ergodic (i.e. independent of the initial condition), as
will be explained in Section (2i). It must also be noted that the cost function J(u,K), and therefore
J(T )(u,K), are generally non-convex with respect to the elements ofK [34]. Therefore in general,
convergence to the global minimum is not guaranteed.

(i) Computation of sensitivities dJ∞
dK using an adjoint algorithm

We are seeking the derivative of one objective, J(∞) (in practise J(T )), to multiple inputs (the
elements of matrix K). For such cases, adjoint algorithms offer an ideal solution, because their
cost is independent from the number of matrix elements.

We start by explaining how to compute the derivative to a single parameter, say β, evaluated

at β = β0. i.e. we seek dJ(∞)

dβ under the non-linear constraint,

du
dt

= h(u, β = β0) (2.15)

The linear tangent equation,
dv
dt

=
∂h
∂u

∣∣∣∣
u,β0

v +
∂h
∂β

∣∣∣∣
u,β0

(2.16)

where ∂h
∂u

∣∣
u,β0

is the Jacobian, governs the evolution of v(t) = du(t)
dβ with initial condition v(0) =

du(0)
dβ . This equation is obtained by perturbing β around the reference value β = β0 and linearising

(2.15) around the β0-trajectory in phase space. The variable v(t) can then be used to compute the

sensitivity dJ(∞)

dβ by evaluating an integral obtained after application of chain rule to (2.11a).
The solution v(t) of the tangent equation is however unbounded for chaotic systems (grows
exponentially in time due to the divergence of nearby trajectories). Least Squares Shadowing
(LSS) [18] finds a solution to (2.16) that always remains bounded in time, which means that
the perturbed trajectory u′(τ, β0 + δβ) shadows (i.e. remains close to) the reference trajectory
uref (t, β0). This is achieved by relaxing the initial condition v(0), and minimising the norm

‖v(t)‖22, where v(t) is now defined as v(t) = limδβ→0
u′(τ,β0+δβ)−uref (t,β0)

δβ . For ergodic systems,
the sensitivity does not depend on the initial conditions, so this relaxation does not affect the
result. Multiple Shooting Shadowing (MSS) [20] is a variant of LSS that minimises ‖v‖22 at P + 1

discrete checkpoints in time, that define P time segments
[
tp−1, tp

]
, p= 1 . . . P , with size∆T = T

P

(equal for all segments). Below we provide only a summary of MSS. For full explanation and
derivation details, the reader is referred to [20]. The minimisation problem can be written as

Minimise
vp

1

2

P∑
p=0

‖vp‖22 (2.17a)

subject to Av = b. (2.17b)

Equation (2.17b) imposes the continuity of v between consecutive time segments. The size of

matrix A is NP ×N(P + 1), while v =
[
vT0 vT1 . . . vTP

]T
and b =

[
bT1 bT2 . . . bTP

]T
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are vectors of length N(P + 1) and NP , respectively. Matrix A and vector b can be computed
from the state transition matrix of (2.16) that satisfies,

dφt,τ

dτ
=
∂h
∂u

∣∣∣∣
u,β0

φt,τ (2.18)

The solution to the minimisation problem (2.17) is found by introducing a set of discrete adjoint

variables w =
[
wT

1 wT
2 . . . wT

P

]T
and deriving the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) system[
−I AT

A 0

][
v
w

]
=

[
0

b

]
(2.19)

From the computational point of view, it is more convenient to solve a linear system that involves
the Schur complement matrix, S =AAT with size NP ×NP ,

Sw = b (2.20)

Matrix S is block tri-diagonal and symmetric positive definite, i.e. all eigenvalues are real and
positive. Equation (2.20) is solved iteratively using a linear ‘matrix-free’ solver i.e. S is not stored;
only the matrix-vector products Sw are required. The GMRES solver is used in this paper. Once

w is computed, it is substituted into (2.19) to obtain v, and dJ(T )

dβ can be evaluated.

The above analysis is not useful when seeking the derivative of J(T ) to multiple control
parameters because (2.20) would need to be solved with a different right hand side for each
parameter. The adjoint version of (2.19)[

−I AT

A 0

][
v̂
ŵ

]
=

[
−g
0

]
(2.21)

can used to compute the derivative of J(T ) to all control parameters (in our case, the elements of
K) with a single solution to (2.21). In the above equation, v̂ and ŵ are the discrete adjoint variables

of v and w respectively. Vector g =
[
gT1 gT2 . . . gTP 0

]T
, where

gp =
1

T

∫ tp
tp−1

∂J

∂u

∣∣∣∣Tφtp−1,t dt+
1

T
(J(T ) − Jp)

hp
∣∣Tφtp−1,tp

‖hp‖22
, (2.22)

Jp = J(tp) and hp = h(tp). The Schur complement of (2.21) is

Sŵ =−Ag (2.23)

which can be solved iteratively for ŵ =
[
ŵT

1 ŵT
2 . . . ŵT

P

]T
. Notice that the standard KKT

system (2.19) and its Schur complement (2.20) have identical matrices to the adjoint counterparts
(2.21) and (2.23), but different right hand sides. Within each time segment, the continuous adjoint

variables ŵ(t) =
[
ŵ1(t) ŵ2(t) . . . ŵN (t)

]T
can be found by integrating

dŵ
dt

=−∂h
∂u

T

ŵ− 1

T

∂J

∂u
tp−1 ≤ t < tp (2.24)

backwards in time in all segments with terminal conditions

ŵ(tp) = Ptpŵp +
1

T

J(T ) − Jp
hTp hp

hp (2.25)

where ŵp is obtained from the solution to (2.23) and Ptp is a projection operator evaluated at tp:

Ptp = I −
hphTp
hTp hp

(2.26)
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Finally, using ŵ(t), the sensitivity of J(T ) to any element Ki,j can be found by evaluating the
integral

dJ(T )

dKi,j
=

 P∑
p=1

∫ tp
tp−1

∂h
∂Ki,j

T

ŵ(t) dt

+
1

T

∫T
0

∂J

∂Ki,j
dt, (2.27)

where in the second term of the right hand side, J is given by (2.12). Since K in this paper is size
N ×N , (2.27) is evaluated algebraically N2 times to compute the full sensitivity matrix.

The most time consuming part of the algorithm is the solution of the linear system (2.23).
It is well known that systems with matrices that have tightly clustered eignevalue spectra
converge fast when solved iteratively [35]. For MSS, the eigenvalues of S, µ(S), are usually widely
spread between very small and very large values, leading to very slow convergence. A useful
measure to estimate the convergence rate is the matrix condition number, κ= µmax(S)

µmin(S)
. For fast

convergence, κ should be as close as possible to unity. In order to reduce κ, we apply a block
diagonal preconditioner MBD

(q)
(l)

(refer to [22] for details) to system (2.23) that annihilates the
(l) fastest growing singular modes, corresponding to the (l) largest Lyapunov exponents in each
segment. The superscript (q) refers to the number of Lanczos bidiagonalisation iterations [36]. The
MATLAB function ‘svds’, based on this algorithm, is used to compute the singular vectors that are
employed to construct MBD

(q)
(l)

. To account for very small eigenvalues, 0<µ(S)� 1, Tikhonov
regularisation is also used to shift the entire eigenvalue spectrum by γ. The preconditioned and
regularised system takes the form(

γI +MBD
(q)
(l)
S
)

ŵ =−MBD
(q)
(l)

(Ag) (2.28)

It was shown in [22] that this system has very good convergence properties, and therefore we
solve (2.28) instead of (2.23). Note the enormous advantage of the adjoint approach. The system
(2.28) must be solved only once in order to compute the sensitivity of J(T ) with respect to each
element of matrix K, in total N ×N values. Summarising, we have the following algorithm,

PMSS solver:
Inputs: T , P , l, q, γ. Output: dJ

(T )

dK

(i) For p= 1 : P , compute gp and φpgp. Form the vector Ag. i

(ii) Compute the preconditioner MBD
(q)
(l)

ii

(iii) Form the RHS of (2.28), −MBD
(q)
(l)

(Ag)
(iv) Solve (2.28) for ŵ using GMRES
(v) Integrate (2.24) backwards in time (for all segments p= 1 : P ) with the terminal conditions

in (2.25) to find ŵ(t)

(vi) Compute dJ(T )

dK using (2.27)

3. Control of the Kuramoto Sivashinsky Equation
In this section we apply the two control algorithms outlined above to the standard Kuramoto-
Sivashinsky equation (KSE),

∂u

∂t
=−u∂u

∂x
− ∂2u

∂x2
− ∂4u

∂x4
x∈ [0, L]

u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0

∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

=
∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

= 0

(3.1)

iRefer to ‘Adjoint MSS Solver’ in Section (5.1) of [20] for the computational details
iiRefer to Section (3.2) in [22] for the computational details
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We chose Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions (instead of standard periodic conditions)
so that the system is ergodic [24]. For all simulations L= 128, which is large enough to ensure
a chaotic behaviour. The spatial derivatives are discretised using N + 2 equally–spaced nodes,
using second order finite difference approximations as in [24]. N nodes are inside the domain
and 2 are located on the boundaries. Two values of node spacing δx= L

(N+1)
are considered, 1

and 0.5. The variable step Runge–Kutta method (ode45 in MATLAB) was used for the temporal
integration. The initial condition at t= 0 is obtained from a precursor integration in−1000≤ t≤ 0;
this ensures that the trajectory has reached the chaotic attractor at t= 0.

Figure (1) shows the typical streaky behaviour exhibited by the KSE in the x− t plane. It
is clear that there is a characteristic average streak spacing, lstr , with wavenumber k= 2π

lstr
.

As will be shown later, lstr plays an important role in the analysis of control kernels. If the
boundary conditions are periodic, the spectral energy peaks at k. This characteristic value is close
to the wavenumber that maximises the eigenvalue of the linearised KSE around the rest state.
For periodic boundary conditions, this corresponds to a streak spacing that can be expressed
analytically as lperstr = 2π

√
2 [37], which is equal to lperstr = 8.9. As will be seen later for system (3.1),

lstr ≈ 8.5, therefore the choice of the boundary conditions does not affect much the streak spacing.
The time-average and root mean square (rms) of u as a function of x, 〈ũ〉 and ũRMS

respectively, are shown in Figure (2). The angled brackets 〈.〉 denote time-averaging, while
.̃ represents averaging over multiple initial conditions u0 = u(x, 0). The Dirichlet boundary
conditions result in sharp gradients at both ends of the domain, especially for ũRMS . In the
middle of the domain the variation of both mean and rms is smooth.

Figure 1: Contour plot of a typical solution u(x, t) of (3.1).

The discretised KSE equation is written as

du
dt

= f(u)−BKu (3.2)

where f(u) is the non-linear vector arising from the finite difference discretisation of the right

hand side of (3.1), u(t) =
[
u1(t) u2(t) . . . uN (t)

]T
is the state vector of length N , and K is

the N ×N feedback control matrix. For shadowing control, we seek the optimal values of K that
minimise the following objective

J(∞) = lim
T→∞

1

TL

∫T
0

(
uT δxu +

α

2
(Ku)T δx (Ku)

)
dt (3.3)

subject to the non-linear constraint (3.2). The objective and constraint have the same form as (2.11).
The first term on the right hand side of (3.3) represents the space-time average kinetic energy of
the system, while the second term represents the cost of the control effort, which is regulated by
the parameter α. We use N equally spaced actuators (equivalent to setting B = I in equation 3.2),
and we search for the optimum values of K that drive u(t) to zero, i.e. that bring the system to
rest.
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(b) Temporal RMS of u(x, t)

Figure 2: Time average and RMS of u(x, t). 〈ũ〉 and ũRMS were obtained for trajectories with
length T = 2000 and averaged over 150 random initial conditions in [0, 1].

In the following, we compare this matrix K with the one obtained using the LQR algorithm.
For the latter, the linear version of the KSE (3.1), i.e.

∂u

∂t
=−∂

2u

∂x2
− ∂4u

∂x4
x∈ [0, L] (3.4)

with the same boundary conditions is discretised to obtain the linearised matrix Al, which is
required to compute the LQR feedback matrix, (2.10). We then apply both matrices to the full
non-linear discretised KSE (3.2).

(a) Comparison of PMSS Control and LQR control kernels
Since we have selected B = I , the actuation s(t) =−Ku(t) can be written explicitly as si(t) =
−
∑N
j=1Ki,juj(t), where the index i corresponds to the control location, xc = i× δx. Written in

this form, the physical meaning ofKi,j becomes clear; it represents the weight of the j-th velocity
to the actuation in the i-th point. Summing all j contributions, results in si(t). For more general
cases, the input matrixB provides an appropriate spatial weighting and the control signal is given
by Bs, see equation (2.2).

The total derivative of J(T ) with respect to elementKi,j is found using (2.27). For the objective
function (3.3) considered here, (2.27) translates into

dJ(T )

dKi,j
=−

 P∑
p=1

∫ tp
tp−1

(
uj(t)ŵi(t)

)
dt

+
αδx

TL

∫T
0

uj(t) N∑
n=1

un(t)Ki,n

 dt (3.5)

Figure (3) shows the absolute values of the elements of the sensitivity matrix
∣∣dJ(T )

dKi,j

∣∣ in log-scale,
for different trajectory lengths T . For T = 50 (panel a), the matrix does not seem to have a clear
structure. For T = 200 (panel b), the matrix is starting to acquire a diagonally dominant structure.
However a significant number of elements in the top right and bottom left quadrants are of the
same order of magnitude O(10−1) as the central diagonals (shown in yellow). Time horizons
T = 50 and T = 200 are clearly not long enough for sensitivity convergence. However, increasing
the trajectory length to T = 500 (panel c) and T = 800 (panel d), the sensitivities are starting to

converge and become independent of T . It is now clear that the matrix
∣∣dJ(T )

dK

∣∣ has a diagonally
dominant structure. Note that convergence is first attained around the main diagonal and slowly
propagates further away.
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Figure 3: Colour maps of the absolute values of sensitivities
∣∣dJ(T )

dK

∣∣ in log-scale for different time-
averaging lengths T . They are obtained from the attractor of the uncontrolled system (i.e. the first
iteration with K(0) = 0).
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Figure 4: Colour map of matrix K obtained using PMSS control with T = 800.
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Using the computed sensitivities for T = 800 and a step size a(0) = 10, we compute the
elements K(1)

i,j from (2.14) and plot the colour map in linear scale in Figure (4). Large positive
and negative values are found around the main diagonal, while further away i.e. when j� i,
Ki,j decays to 0. This has a clear physical meaning; the value of actuation at point i is determined
mainly by the nearby neighbours, while the contribution of points located further away becomes
progressively smaller and smaller. The control kernel therefore has compact support. This has
been demonstrated for the kernel obtained when LQR is applied to the linearised Navier-Stokes
equations in a channel flow (see Figure (6) of [38]). The present analysis shows that the same
property holds if we compute K directly from the nonlinear attractor, at least for the case
examined. More research is needed however to determine if controllers with compact support
can be computed for general non-linear systems using the current algorithm.

Averaging along the m-th diagonal of K (the main diagonal corresponds to m= 0), we obtain
diagK(ξ) which depends only on ξ =mδx= x− xc. It is clear that diagK(ξ) represents the
average value of weights against the distance ξ from the actuation point. We plot the distribution
of diagK(ξ) for two grid spacings δx in Figure (5a) with solid lines. We superimpose also the
weights from LQR obtained with control weight c= 1 (refer to equation 2.10) with dashed lines.
We notice that the weights obtained from LQR and PMSS have very similar distributions. As
expected, they are both localised around ξ = 0 and decay to 0 further away. Also they both depend
on the discretisation.

In order to further analyse the results, we compute the control kernel, which is independent of
δx. To this end, we write the actuation at location xc as the convolution integral

s(xc) =−
∫L
0

K (x− xc;xc)u(x) dx (3.6)

where K (x− xc;xc) is the convolution (or control) kernel at xc. This can be computed from the
matrix elements K (x− xc;xc) =K (ξ;xc) =

Ki,j

δx , where xc = i× δx and x= j × δx. In Figure
(5b) we plot both diagonally-averaged kernels and, in order to facilitate the comparison, we
zoom in the region ξ ∈ [−12, 12]. The LQR kernels (dashed lines) collapse perfectly for the two
discretisations, as they should. The PMSS kernels however (solid lines), although close, they do
not collapse to a single curve. Perhaps we should not expect them to collapse, as they are found
directly from the non-linear attractor under the assumption of the feedback control law (2.3). The
shapes produced by the two control methods are similar, but the LQR kernel decays to 0 faster
than the PMSS kernel. The latter has more pronounced peaks and oscillates around 0.

To eliminate the effect of the step size a(0) and the control cost parameter c that affect the
absolute values of K (ξ), in Figure (5c) we plot the kernel distribution normalised with the value
at ξ = 0. This normalisation reveals a very interesting feature; the two kernels are almost identical
in the region −2.5≤ ξ ≤ 2.5, but deviate elsewhere.

What determines the shape of the kernels and why do they have this distribution? In order to
obtain more insight, we consider the two-point spatial correlation function at a given location xc

ρ(ξ;xc) =
〈u′(xc, t)u′(xc + ξ, t)〉

〈u′(xc, t)2〉
(3.7)

where u′ = u− 〈u〉 is the fluctuation about the time-average 〈u〉. A small correlation ρ(ξ;xc)≈ 0

indicates that a perturbation at xc + ξ (for example due to actuation), would not be ‘felt’ at xc. It
is therefore expected that this function will be related to the control kernel.

We plot ρ(ξ;xc) against ξ at different locations xc along the domain in Figure (6a). The
correlations collapse very well for ξ ∈ [−4, 4], but start to deviate as ξ becomes larger. Note also
the slight loss of symmetry around ξ = 0 for points xc close to the boundaries of the domain. We
then average ρ(ξ;xc) over xc in the region 40<xc < 90 and plot the distribution of the average
correlation ρ(ξ) in Figure (6b). Symmetry around ξ = 0 has now been restored. Distinct positive
and negative peaks can be identified at ξ ≈±4,±8.5,±13.5 etc. Moreover ρ(ξ) decays to zero for
ξ <−20 and ξ > 20.
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Figure 5: Distribution of feedback matrix weights (Panel a) and kernels (Panels b,c) obtained by
averaging along the diagonals of K and plotting against ξ = x− xc.

We can physically explain these results by reference to Figure (1). The peaks at ξ =±4 indicate
the average distance between positive and negative streaks that are located next to each other.
The fluctuations around the average 〈u〉 have opposite signs and therefore ρ(±4)< 0. The lower
peaks at ξ =±8.5 indicate weaker correlation between two positive or two negative streaks. The
even lower negative peak at ξ =±13.5 can be explained similarly. The results indicate that the
correlation is strong over approximately ξ = 8.5, i.e. over the average distance between streaks of
the same sign.

In Figure (7) we plot together the average ρ(ξ) and the normalised LQR and PMSS control
kernels. Plotted in this way, all three distributions have remarkable similarities, but also some
differences. The two control kernels and the correlation overlap in −2.5< ξ < 2.5. At ξ =±4,
the troughs are more clearly pronounced for the PMSS kernel and are closer to ρ(±4). On
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Figure 6: Two-point spatial correlations.
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Figure 7: Mean two-point correlation ρ(ξ) superimposed on diagK(ξ)
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the other hand, the LQR kernel decays very quickly outside the ξ region [−4, 4]. The narrow
support of the LQR kernel indicates that the actuation acts to annihilate the positive/negative
streaky combinations. On the other hand, the PMSS kernel has wider support and opposes larger
positive/negative/positive streaky combinations.

(b) Response of the controlled system
Next we turn our attention to the response of the system (3.2) to PMSS and LQR actuations. We
consider the instantaneous, spatially-averaged kinetic energy,

J(t) =
1

L

(
u(K, t)T δxu(K, t)

)
(3.8)

and explore how fast J(t) is reduced. For PMSS, we apply control with different kernel sizes,
i.e. we select a ξmax and compute the actuation using only the elements of K in the region
−ξmax ≤ ξ ≤ ξmax around each control point xc. We set the step size a(0) = 6 on step 5 of the
control algorithm. To ensure a fair comparison, we choose (by trial and error) a value c= 1.1 in
equation (2.10) so that the average of the main diagonal, diag(K)(0), is the same for PMSS and
LQR.

The energy J(t) is plotted against time in Figure (8). For a(0) = 6, all controllers bring the
system to rest and so no additional iterations are required. It is remarkable that even a single PMSS
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control iteration, which relies only on information of the uncontrolled system, is so effective.
When ξmax = 2, the normalised LQR and PMSS matrix kernels are very similar (as shown in
Figure 7), and hence J(t) drops at the same rate for both controllers. A contour plot of the
controlled solution u(t) is shown in Figure (9) and shows how effective the actuation is. It can
be clearly seen that the streaks found in the uncontrolled case (Figure 1) are rapidly annihilated
upon application of the control and |u(x, t)| is brought to 0 within 5− 10 time units.

Figure 8: Instantaneous kinetic energy J(t) of the actuated system using PMSS and LQR. The
uncontrolled case is shown in black colour and the LQR in blue. For the PMSS control matrix K,
we use only the elements that fall inside the indicated range of ξ. Decreasing ξ leads to faster
stabilisation.

Figure 9: Absolute values of the controlled solution |u(x, t)| in log-scale (with ξmax = 2).

Increasing ξmax to 20 reduces the rate at which the system is brought to rest. Using the full
matrix, i.e. setting ξmax = 127, still reduces the energy by 4 orders of magnitude (from J(0) = 1.68

to J(T ) = 4.8× 10−4). However, the response of the system is slow when J(t) falls below 10−2,
i.e. this is a long-term effect.
Indeed, as can be seen from Figure (8), and especially from the inset that zooms-in to small
values of t, the rate of descent is initially the same for PMSS and LQR. Most importantly, for
the PMSS controller this holds for all values of ξmax, even the largest. The curves start to deviate
approximately for t > 1. In Figure (10) we plot the spatial distribution of the time-average and
rms of u(x, t) with and without control (the results are with ξmax = 127). Note the effectiveness
in suppressing both variables and bringing them close to 0 across the whole domain.
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Figure 10: Time average and RMS of u(x, t). The controller K(1) uses the full matrix, i.e. with
−127≤ ξ ≤ 127. The statistics are computed by time-averaging between t= 500 and t= 800(= T ).

In order to shed more light onto the behaviour shown in Figure (8), we consider the matrix
Al −K(1), whereAl is the discrete form of the right hand side of the linearised equation (3.4) and
compute its eigenvalues. Figure (11) shows the eigenvalues, µ, for two values of ξmax = 2, 127.
Note that for the uncontrolled case, all µ(Al) are real because the matrixAl is symmetric (contains
only second and fourth order derivatives that are discretised with central differences). However,
some µ(Al −K(1)) have a small imaginary part due to lack of strict symmetry of K(1). This is
likely due to the finite length of the trajectory T and the slow convergence of the off-diagonal
elements. Some eigenvalues of Al have positive real parts, indicating linear instability. When the
controller is introduced, all eigenvalues move to the left hand plane, i.e. become stable. However
for ξmax = 127, some eigenvalues are close to the imaginary axis, explaining the slower rate of
descent for J(t).
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Figure 11: Eigenvalues of the controlled and uncontrolled matricesAl −K(1) andAl respectively,

plotted in the complex-plane (K(1) =−a(0) dJ(T )

dK

(0)
for T = 800 and a(0) = 6). Only values with

Re(µ)>−4 are shown.
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4. PMSS control algorithm performance
We now look at the performance of the PMSS control algorithm. We set as inputs T = 50,K(0) = 0,
and ε= 1× 10−2, while restricting K to the diagonals in the region −2≤ ξ ≤ 2. A number of
performance measures are given in Table (1). It is clear that a single iteration is sufficient to drive
the kinetic energy evaluated at t= T , J(T ), to zero. Since one iteration renders the controlled
system linearly stable, i.e. Re

(
µmax

(
Al −K(1)))< 0, a second iteration is unnecessary.

Iteration # J(T ) J(T ) ‖dJ(T )

dK

(i)
‖2 a(i) # GMRES Iterations

i= 0 1.62 1.37 3.7× 10−1 10 34
i= 1 1.4× 10−2 ≈ 1× 10−10 1× 10−2 10 2
i= 2 1.4× 10−2 ≈ 1× 10−10 - - -

Table 1: Some key PMSS control algorithm performance measures. The algorithm inputs used are
T = 50, K(0) = 0, and ε= 1× 10−2. K is restricted to −2≤ ξ ≤ 2.

The time-average over 0→ T , J(T ), is reduced by 2 orders of magnitude between the 0− th
iteration (uncontrolled flow) and the controlled flow after one iteration. The actual value of J(T )

depends on T and accounts for the transient shown in Figure (8). The variation of J(T ) against T
(when the algorithm is run separately for each T ) is shown in Figure (12). J(T ) drops with rate
∼ T−1, because the transient period occupies a smaller and smaller fraction of T as T →∞. The 2-

norm of the sensitivity matrix ‖dJ(T )

dK

(i)
‖2 = σmax

(
dJ(T )

dK

(i))
, where σmax denotes the maximum

singular value, drops by a factor of three from the 0− th to the 1st iteration. Again, this depends
on T .
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1
T

Figure 12: Space-time averaged objective J(T ) obtained by running the PMSS algorithm for
different T ; it drops with rate ∼ T−1.

Table (2) shows the PMSS solver parameters (step 3 of the control algorithm). Initially
the uncontrolled trajectory (K(0) = 0) has 15 positive Lyapunov exponents (N+LE = 15). We
therefore apply a preconditioner with l= 15 on the first iteration (to annihilate these fastest
growing modes). The condition number κ is reduced by 4 orders of magnitude and the
convergence of GMRES is achieved in 34 iterations. On the second iteration all unstable modes
have been annihilated (N+LE = 0), and therefore no preconditioning is necessary (the condition
number κ(S) = 5 is already very small).
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Iteration # N+LE ∆T l q γ κ(S) κ(H) # GMRES Iterations
i= 0 15 5 15 1 0.1 1.3× 105 24 34
i= 1 0 5 - - 0.1 5 - 2

Table 2: PMSS solver parameters. N+LE refers to the number of positive exponents of the

trajectory on step 3 of the control algorithm. κ(S) and κ(H) = κ
(
γI +MBD

(q)
(l)
S
)

are the
condition numbers of the unconditioned and preconditioned MSS matrices, respectively.

For the PMSS control algorithm to be applicable to large systems, it must be able to compute
accurate sensitivities as efficiently as possible. Step 3 of the PMSS solver i.e. the solution of
the linear system (2.28), dominates the computational cost, making preconditioning necessary
for scalability. In Figure (13) we plot the convergence rate quantified in terms of GMRES
residuals (‖r(m)‖2 = ‖q −Hŵ(m)‖2), against the GMRES iteration number m, where q and H

are, respectively, the right hand side vector and the matrix of (2.28) for different trajectory lengths
T . It is clear that the dependence of the convergence rate on T is very weak. The residuals drop 5
orders of magnitude in between 25-37 iterations, even though T varies by more than an order of
magnitude, from T = 50 to T = 800, increasing the number of unknowns ŵ by a factor of 16.
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Figure 13: GMRES Residuals ‖r(m)‖2 for Step 3 of the PMSS solver. The preconditioner
parameters used are ∆T = 10, l= 15, q= 1 and γ = 0.1. The residual ‖r(m)‖2 drops by
approximately five orders of magnitude by the final iteration for all T values.

5. Conclusions
We have proposed an algorithm that couples shadowing adjoint sensitivity analysis with gradient
descent to compute the feedback control matrixK for a chaotic system. The sensitivities were used
as search directions to find the matrix elements that minimise an objective function, subject to
the full non-linear system constraints. Most importantly, due to the adopted adjoint formulation,
the computational cost is independent of the number of the matrix elements. We applied this
approach to the Kuramoto Sivashinsky equation (KSE), and managed to stabilise it around the
rest position, u(t) = 0. It was shown that for suitably chosen parameters, a single iteration of the
algorithm was sufficient to compute a stabilising feedback matrix K.

We compared the control kernels obtained with this algorithm and the standard LQR approach
and noted similarities and differences. Both kernels had compact support and similar shape,
which was related to the streaky structure of the solution of the uncontrolled KSE. They were
almost identical for short separations from the actuation point, but the LQR kernel decayed faster
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to 0. This difference is most likely due to the nonlinear terms that are ignored in LQR. All kernels
computed with the PMSS algorithm were stabilising.

From a computational point of view, the cost of LQR scales with O(N3), which poses severe
restrictions for application to large scale systems. On the other hand, the PMSS algorithm uses
only time steppers and a preconditioner to make the convergence almost independent ofN and T .
The cost of the preconditioner depends however on the number of positive Lyapunov exponents.
While the LQR has shown faster stabilisation of the instantaneous energy for the case examined
(see Figure 8), the performance of PMSS was almost as good for restricted kernels.

We close this section with some thoughts on possible extensions of this work. In practical
applications, only noisy measurements at some locations, say yj(t), are available. This is known as
output feedback control; in this case the actuation must be expressed as si(t) =G(yj). Assuming
G to be a linear function of present and past values of the measurements (to account for memory
effects), we can write si(t) =K0yj(t) +K1yj(t− δt) + ...+Knyj(t− nδt), where the matrices
K0,K1, ..,Kn can be obtained with the same method presented in this paper (instead of neural
networks as for example in [31]). The value of n is problem dependent, and be estimated from the
time autocorrelation of the uncontrolled solution.

The proposed approach is also scalable to 2D and 3D systems and requires only time-steppers
of the full nonlinear as well as the linearised forward and adjoint equations as mentioned above.
It would be instructive to apply the method to other systems, for example suppression of vortex
shedding around a cylinder at transitional Reynolds numbers, the recirculation zone in the
suction suction of an airfoil, etc.
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